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What is OpenAIRE?
WHO IS OPENAIRE

A European infrastructure on open scholarly communication since 2009

Mission: Shift scholarly communication towards openness and transparency and facilitate innovative ways to communicate and monitor research.

Non-profit organization
- Established Oct 2018
- Headquarter Greece, virtual office
- 48 members
- From 34 countries
3 pillars of action
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Reproducibility and transparency require tracking of all outcomes of science and related "context"

Discovery of reproducible science outcomes must find new ways, driven by "scientific intentions" that go beyond the "find articles related to a research topic"

Monitoring quality, impact, and "open scienceness" of science should be a transparent, reproducible process for all, inclusive of research "context"
Research & RDM Life Cycle
Research and Data Management Life Cycle

CC-BY UH Data Support
Targets: a wide range of actors involved in OS

Different interests, different intervention points

- RESEARCHERS
- RESEARCH PERFORMANCE ORGANISATION
- INDUSTRY
- POLICY MAKERS AND FUNDERS
- SOCIETY
For Research Performing Organisations